An evaluation of errors in the determination of blood flow by the indicator fractionation and tissue equilibration (Kety) methods.
In this report, the effects of various errors and plasma time courses of indicator concentration on the accurate determination of cerebral blood flow (F) are theoretically analyzed for the tissue equilibration and the indicator fractionation techniques. For the indicator fractionation technique, the impact of sample timing and tissue assaying errors and of indicator backflux were examined; for the tissue equilibration method, errors in the value of the partition coefficient (lambda), sample timing, and tissue assaying were considered. The recommended ways to decrease the effects of errors in the indicator fractionation technique are to administer the indicator by an intravenous bolus and to sample the tissue about 10 s thereafter. Possible errors in the assessment of F by the tissue equilibration technique are diminished by using an indicator infusion schedule which yields a continuous rise in arterial concentration and by selecting a 30-s experiment duration. Surprisingly, the impact of sample timing errors is greater on the determination of F with the tissue equilibration method than with the indicator fractionation technique. For the chosen plasma time courses, there is always a backflux error in an indicator fractionation estimation of F, and this error increases as the flow rate increases. Thus, provided the sample timing and tissue assay errors are small and the value of lambda is known, the tissue equilibration method is the more accurate of the two. If lambda is unknown, then the indicator fractionation technique should be used. In many cases, the indicator fractionation method will provide as accurate an estimate of F as will the tissue equilibration method.